
Dear SHAPE Community & Graduates of Clairvoyant Programs, AHA! 
      & Our Psychic Tools & Life Mastery Practices Course,

What an amazing time we are living in! I know you know that we all chose to be here at this major juncture in evolution, not 
only of humanity, but of our whole planetary community. We are in the midst of a quantum leap into a radically new 
consciousness to live in and from. History repeats itself regularly, but in this evolutionary drive inward and upward, we are 
making history, not repeating it. Living the miracle means living committed to imagining our freedom to be, as we forever are, 
and relinquishing our history of imagining otherwise. The past not only is past, but, in truth, it never was. Only the present 
moment is eternally true.

The cornerstone to our evolutionary leap forward is our Divinely-Ordained Free Will. How does that freedom present itself in 
our incarnated life here on earth? That which is never tainted and can never be taken away from any of us is our freedom to 
imagine. We have the freedom and the ability to imagine anything. In fact, possibly the longest-standing problem we’ve 
nurtured, almost lovingly, is that we have traditionally, for millennia, consistently imagined that we are not free. We have 
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imagined that our imagination itself is limited by some external force beyond our control. We reinforce that conviction every 
time we imagine, “I can’t do that”, “I’m not good enough”, “I’m not capable enough”, “I don’t know how”, and the myriad 
variations on the common theme of non-havingness, innate limitations, and defeat. Haven’t you had enough of all that? I 
know I have. If you’ve had enough non-havingness in your life as well, you need to reclaim and Own Your Power and Creativity, 
now, in this present moment. And, now, in this present moment.

As most of you know, we’ve at least started that process of restoring to ourselves our power and creativity as spirit in the SHAPE 
Mastery Course so far this year. Of course, as with all profound and powerful learning curves, there are at times intensive 
growing pains. Yet, as you also know well by now that you don’t have to suffer in order to grow. I prefer the motto, “All gain, no 
pain.” 

What has been the nature of these recent growth periods that you’ve been gracing through at times and trudging through at 
other times? At times, for some of you, it’s been showing up as a kind of ennui, a listlessness, a feeling of lacking purpose and 
drive and a “so what?” sense to your life. “What’s the meaning of all of this spiritual practice and work and time?” You might 
even question yourself from time to time, whether it’s all worth it - or even that you should check your sanity. Hahahaha….. 
This can be especially challenging when you wake-up each morning to all the emotional and mental cacophony, violence, 
cruelty, and seeming injustice blanketing this planet. You may have been acutely aware of the apparent step-up of the “divide-
and-conquer” mentality and energy trying to force-feed itself to the masses. “Fear not!” As Archangel Gabriel may say. The 
whole sham looks and feels bad, but don’t get hung up on that. If you look deeper within you, you’ll find that your inner light 
shines ever more brightly. Remember this: Nothing can ever diminish that. And, on those days that the pall of 
unconsciousness and suffering seems to you unbearable, just look up beyond it, just beyond the edge of the earth’s 
atmosphere, and you’ll find your true allies, perhaps not technically in this world, but just beyond it. They’ll certainly bring a 
smile to your face.

Always look to the eternal present moment, right here, right now, and everything you thought you lost or forgot you’ll find - if 
it’s of any real value. What you’re looking for is never in the past, it’s always in the present. Remember, the Divine is always 
giving you the present. It’s the real gift. But, as with all wonderful gifts, it can come wrapped in a variety of forms.

Many of you have also been experiencing your growth periods as 
uplifting and full of joy at times. Yet, it may seem those periods of 
happiness don’t last quite long enough. Remember in those cases that 
happiness or, even more so, joy doesn’t have to be long-lasting to make 
an impression in your consciousness as to what is possible. And, if you’ve 
experienced it once, you can experience it many times again. It’s like 
working most of the year and having two-to-four weeks for your vacation 
time. When you have a great vacation, you’re inspired and re-charged for 
the next long stretch. It’s like that with your spiritual growth, until you 
fully establish yourself in the timeless eternity and joyous peace of living 
awake. In a sense, happiness is what you experience when you are more 
awake to spirit and unhappiness is what you experience when you 
succumb to more unconsciousness, which is non-havingness.

So, I’m a-getting’, you’re a-gettin’, Armageddon! Hahaha….yes, the 
Biblical reference to Armageddon is the final showdown or battle 



between the forces of Good and the forces of Evil. Yet, that is a misinterpretation of what is really going on. The forces of Good is  
of the Eternal Light, which is never-ending and infinite. How can it ever wage war? It simply doesn’t. It’s not in its repertoire at 
all. So, what appears to be the battle or war in heaven between the forces of Darkness and the forces of Light isn’t a war at all. 
What we experience from a bodily perspective is the forces of Darkness waging war at what it cannot reach or affect in any way. 
It’s the classic big-muscled bully taunting those he cannot control and trying to get a rise out of some part of consciousness in 
hopes that it will get drawn into his battle mock-up. What you see happening on a global scale currently is such a taunting by 
the Dark forces to invalidate -and draw in more and more - those who are sitting on the fence into their fabricated game. Their 
most valued assets in this fake war-game are unconscious trancemediums who can be used to channel widely the thoughts, 
emotions, and energies of general discontent, divisiveness and polarizing, mindless cruelty, derision, and destruction of what 
we value. They’re counting on a domino effect of channeling from one channel to another to mind-infect the masses. You have 
to find that total neutrality that comes from being kind and certain in your own lovingness and havingness. There is no war or 
anything to oppose. Rather you need to set your inner sight firmly in the eternal and your true purpose here and take each step 
with certainty as it comes. Some days will be joyous. Other days will suck. Hahaha….But, don’t let the ups-and-downs of the 
worldly experience get you down. Return your sight inward to the brilliant light that you are. Surf the big ones on your grace-
board.

Remember, too, that letting things be doesn’t mean you have to be a passive-pushover and pretend to be roadkill. Letting 
things be is creative and expressive, since you are a creative expressive being. When you let things be as they are and not put 
forth your resistance against them, you shine your light more brightly and you own your space as the light of the world. So, be 
true to your own self always. Be the light of the world that you are meant to be. 

A Holy War is never not waged against Evil. The only one that is ever at war is that which is divided from the Eternal Light. 
When we are able to stay our course together in the Light of Awareness, Loving Wisdom, and All-Giving Joyous Power, even as 
the bullying ego of the world attempts to thrash us with its financial, emotional, and mental racketeering, we will surely 
prevail. The Fake War that the collective ego is always trying to wage as a real threat is what you overcome by your certainty in 
the Eternal and Limitless Light. You don’t overcome it by fighting against what’s not truly there. Fake news are made real by 
massive rumors. Especially on a psychic level, don’t become a lemming and go off of the cliff of rumors and suspicions with the 
rest of the crowd.

ARE YOU AMUSED? I hope so.

You’ve been preparing in your own ways to shine your light ever more brightly in this world and be the light of the world. One 
of the powerful ways in which you’ve been practicing to do that is by manifesting who you are as clairvoyant readers, healers, 
teachers, and leaders in spirit in the world in which you live, day-after-day, 
regardless of the ever-changing conditions in the world. Remember, you 
know what you know in the present moment, whether it’s a sunny day or 
a rainy one. Don’t ever judge your life by its cover.

Let’s see much more of who you are! We’ll see you here in Mount Shasta 
at the SHAPE Retreat Intensive soon!

With gratitude, love, and celebration of all life,

      Michael



  
  ✧ The Nature of Ownership

  ✧ Ownership vs. Possession: Having or Getting

  ✧ At Peace in the Light: Your Havingness of Power

  ✧ Chakra Psychology: Transforming Your Reactions to 

     New Ways of Being, Doing & Having

  ✧ Your Havingness of Relating with Non-Incarnate Beings

  ✧ Having Your Space to Be a Clairvoyant Reader, 

     Healer, and Leader in Relationship to Others

  ✧ Getting to the Truth: Erasure Technique Review and Practice

  ✧ Appreciating Your Creative Power

  ✧ Expressing Your Creative Beingness

  ✧ Creating, Maintaining, and Transforming Your 

     Clairvoyant Reading/Healing/Teaching Practice in the World

Here are some of the Powerful & Creative Topics We’ll Cover During 
Our October SHAPE Mount Shasta Retreat Intensive:
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◆
DAY 1: Friday, October 19

 
   4:00 PM: Doors Open
   4:00 PM - 5:30 PM: Sign-In, Light Buffet & Reception
   5:30 PM - 9:00 PM: Workshops
   9:00 PM - 9:30 PM: Shop, Social, Snacks
   9:30 PM: Doors Close

◆

DAY 2: Saturday, October 20 

   7:30 AM: Doors Open
   7:30 AM - 9:00 AM: Sign-In, Breakfast Buffet & Reception
   9:00 AM - 5:00 PM: Workshops
   5:00 PM - 7:00 PM: Dinner Break
   7:00 PM - 9:00 PM: “Come as an Emissary from Another Star System” 
               SHAPE Costume Theme Soul Celebration
   9:00 PM - 9:30 PM: Shop, Social & Clean-Up
   9:30 PM: Doors Close

◆
DAY 3: Sunday, October 21

 
   7:30 AM: Doors Open
   7:30 AM - 9:00 AM: Sign-In, Breakfast Buffet & Reception
   9:00 AM - 5:00 PM: Workshops
   5:00 PM - 5:30 PM: Shop, Social, Snacks
   5:30 PM - 7:30 PM: Clean-Up, Pack-Up, Loading and Unloading
   7:45 PM - 9:45 PM: Optional Group Dinner
   10:00 PM - ??????:   Optional Hang-Time After-After Reception
         at Michael & Raphaelle’s Home
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2018 October SHAPE Mount Shasta Retreat Intensive General Information

Dates: Friday, October 19 - Sunday, October 21 
Cost of Event: $695.00
Location:  Address to be provided upon registration
To Sign-Up, Call: (530) 926-2650

What is INCLUDED in this Cost:
Fabulous Intensive Taught by Michael J Tamura
Refreshments and Plentiful Snack Buffet on Friday Evening (10/19)
Breakfast Buffet on Saturday & Sunday (10/20 & 10/21)
Refreshments and Sumptuous Snacks Throughout the Program

What is NOT Included in this Cost:
Lodging and Meals (other than those listed above): In order to accommodate the variety of individual style, budgetary and comfort 
needs, we are letting each participant choose and arrange for his or her own lodging and meals (other than those listed above) for 
this retreat. Links to information about hotels, motels and B&B’s as well as restaurants are listed below for your information and 
convenience.  Please remember that wherever you choose to stay to be extra mindful of travel and parking time so that you would 
arrive at all of the retreat workshop functions in a timely manner. 

Transportation:  You will be responsible for all of your own travel arrangements and transportation costs. Listed below are the 
closest airports to Mt. Shasta.

Mount Shasta Visitor’s Guide (Restaurants, Lodging, etc.):  http://visitmtshasta.com

Other Mt. Shasta Info:
Airports closest to the City of Mt. Shasta are:
 Redding, CA – about 1-1/2 hour drive north on Interstate-5 to Mt. Shasta
 Medford, OR – about 1-1/2 hour drive south on Interstate-5 to Mt. Shasta
 Sacramento, CA – about 3-1/2 hour drive north on Interstate-5 to Mt. Shasta
 San Francisco, CA - about 5-1/2 hour drive north to Mt. Shasta

Clothing:
Best to have layered clothing as temperatures vary.  Often the days are crisp and beautiful with the nights being quite chilly.  
Average temperatures in the second half of October range from a high of about 65 degrees F to a low of 35 degrees F with some 
chance of light rain or occasionally light snow.

We look forward to seeing you here!  

Seraphim at Mt. Shasta Office: (530) 926-2650

http://visitmtshasta.com
http://visitmtshasta.com


- NOTES -


